THURLBY PARISH COUNCIL
Clerk to the Council
Bernard Champness
5 Woodside East,
Northorpe,
Bourne , Lines
PE100HT
Tel: 01778393431

thurlbyclerk@hotmail.com

09 August 2017

South Kesteven District Council
St Peters Hill
Grantham
Lincolnshire
NG316PZ
Attention Mr Aidan Rave CEO SKDC
Dear Mr Rave,

Ref.: Thurlby Parish Council res po nse to the Draft Local Plan 2036
We specifically refer to the housing development in Thurlby under Policy No LV-H 13 (Part of Elm
Farm) outlining the proposed construction of a further 50 new dwellings in the village with primary
access onto the High Street.
'
We do understand that population growth cannot be ignored, resulting in an increase in housing.
However there is insufficient infrastructure currently to support additional large scale development
such as this or any other in the village. Specifically, we are concerned about the lack of
understanding in proposing any site within the village curtilage due to the already grossly incapable
foul and surface water drainage system and vehicle movements in and around the village,
especially at the dangerous intersection with the A 15.
In the public forum prior to a special meeting of the Council on the 2nd August 2017, the Draft Local
Plan 2036 was discussed. Over 50 members of the community attended and voiced their
frustrations with the recommendations made in that plan . The Parish Council supports the views
expressed by our parishioners that are detailed in the following comments for your consideration .
The Parish Council requests a written response from SKDC to each of our concerns .

1. The Development at Elm Farm.
1.1. It is considered an unsuitable development. It ignores all substantive reasons for not
approving this site made on previous site assessment THU14-39 . It is not understood why
there is a separate policy for this site and how that policy integrates with the 2036 Local
Plan . We seek an explanation .
1.2. It is a green field site which includes Grade 2 Agricultural Land that has never been
developed. Building on this land is, therefore, contrary to policy SAP H1
1.3. The recommendation does not mitigate the huge impact the realisation of such a large
scale development would have with its only access onto the busy High Street. Residents
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along High Street have no alternative but to park the ir vehicles on th is road day and night,
reducing it to one lane at all times. Totally inadequate for the volume of traffic even now.
1.4. There is no intent to provide a direct access from this site to the A 15; the only access as
stated would be onto the congested High Street.

2. Infrastructure Impact from the Development
2.1. The Settlement Hierarchy states that the existing infrastructure for some Larger Villages
requires investment or upgrading before development should take place.
2.1 .1. Any further development in Thurlby will have a further critical and negative impact
on surface and sewage water infrastructure.
2.1.2. Since 2011, approximately 70 further dwellings have been absorbed in the village
without infrastructure improvements.
2.1.3. It is common knowledge that a large increase in the number of dwellings in Thurlby
and north of the village has a considerable impact on our common Bourne waste
water treatment centre , already exceeding its design capacity . No account for a total
of 310 proposed houses at and to the north of Thurlby has been considered in the
plan .
2.2. The Thurlby primary school is already close to capacity with many children coming from
outside the parish . Assurances are needed from local educational experts that the
inevitable influx of children in the parish can be accommodated throughout their primary
school years at the village school and beyond .
2.3. There is an hourly bus service to Bourne and Market Deeping . However
2.3.1. Access to the bus stops from either side of the A 15, which dissects the village at the
intersection immediately adjacent to the proposed development, requires pedestrians
to cross this major trunk road without any form of crossing , resulting in severe
safety implications; it is virtually impossible to cross th is road at peak periods.
2.3.2. The lack of a pedestrian controlled crossing to assist safe access that links the
church , church hall , public house and nature reserve on one side; the school,
veterinary surgery , village shop including the post office, playing fields and Methodist
church on the other. The dangers are so severe that safety implications have
prevented school children as part of the curriculum from attending services at St.
Firmin's church on important occasions such as Christmas, Easter and Harvest
Festival.
2.3.3. The pedestrian footway on High Street is only along the north side of the High
Street which would necessitate pedestrians, including children and vulnerable adults
from the proposed development, to cross the road between parked vehicles and
reference Highways comments in THURL03

3. Impact on Thurlby from Neighbouring Development in the Plan
3.1. In our opinion more co-operation and consultation is required on the combined effects of
this or any plan for large development schemes in Thurlby. The A 15 which dissects our
village is used every day by a very large number of people in this district to their places of
employment in Peterborough , Cambridgeshire and London . The Draft 2036 Planning
Document presents the proposed housing allocations in isolation. There is no recogn ition
of the impact on Thurlby from further housing development in Bourne. The completion of
developments at Elsea Park and Morton , both of which are located north of Thurlby will
add to the existing large volume of traffic inevitably travelling south to the major
employment zones south of the village at peak hours. The 4th Lincolnshire Local Transport
Plan 2013 - 2022/23, anticipated a growth in Bourne of 50% from a population of 14,700 in
the next 5-10 years. The completion of the Raymond Mays Way by-pass at Bourne has led
to a dramatic increase in traffic volumes, especially heavy goods vehicles along the A 15.
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4. Ongoing Issues with the A15
4.1. Residents are very concerned with safety as a result of increasing traffic on the A 15. We
desperately need an intersection controlled crossing at Thurlby now. Previous Section 106
contributions from village developments have always gone elsewhere, but such funds are
vital to facilitate a controlled intersection at the crossroads before any further development
should be considered. Our own radar traffic monitoring system confirms that it is
impossible for pedestrians to cross the A 15 during peak traffic periods as the crossroads at
this point are constantly in use by vehicles rushing to get out of the village and onto the
main road . This situation is exacerbated by farm traffic movements throughout the day
4.1 .1. The Raymonds Way by-pass in Bourne has changed the dynamics bringing more
heavy goods vehicles travelling along the A 15 from the A 1.
4.1.2. Every day18,OOO vehicles currently pass through Thurlby crossroads at the
intersection adjacent to the proposed site; that volume is increasing annually.
4.1 .3. 10% of all traffic has been recorded in excess of 40 mph - the speed limit at these
crossroads.
4.1.4. At peak times , approximately 5 hours each day, 1600 vehicles per hour pass
through this section. This leaves a 2 second gap between vehicles for pedestrians
including pensioners, the infirm and children to cross the road. Lincolnsh ire Road
Safety Partnership has stated that 17 seconds is needed to cross the road in safety at
this point.
5. The Consultation Process
5.1. Residents have expressed frustration at not being able to take in all the information within
the six-week consultation period. Many also expressed the view that insufficient time,
between the Bourne Consultation event on Thursday 20th July and the deadline of Friday
11 th August, has been allowed for them to put their pOints of view, ask questions and seek
clarification . In fact , it was generally considered that this was intended in order to push the
plan through .
5.2. Parishioners are calling for a public meeting in Thurlby which we will be obliged to hold. In
such circumstances, we would consider it imperative that you and colleagues at SKDC and
LCC (especially highways) would attend the event.
It is the responsibility of this Parish Council to report back to our Community. This needs to happen
quickly. To this effect we respectfully request your timely response to these concerns .
Both our Parish Council and our Community led Neighbourhood Planning Group would need to
engage with SKDC in the next stage of conSUltation prior to publication .

S1E('
arry Sadler - Chair
Thurlby Parish Council

Stephen Hollan - hair
Thurlby Neighbourhood Planning Group
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